
Foreword

Welcome to the 3rd issue of our 

newsletters in 2021! 

In the blink of an eye, 2021 is almost 

ending. Check out the many activities 

and programmes that were conducted 

during the September Holidays in this 

issue. We hope the children had a 

good time during this short holidays 

and are all refreshed to finish off their 

last term of the year. 

Look out for the many exciting dates 

for Term 4 at the end of this 

newsletter.

Blessings,

Ms Marianne Chan
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New Life Children & Student Care
Connecting with U

Balanced Bodies – Exercise Kidz!
Keeping Fit & Healthy!

The September Holidays was a good break for the children. We

believe in starting the day right with a short exercise routine to

keep our bodies fit and healthy!

Each day began with a short session of running, jumping and

simple stretching. The children enjoyed the exercise games that

taught them confidence in making their own choices. Here are

some pictures of their workout. Videos and other photos can be

found on our Facebook Group Page. Join us now!

Remember to join our Private Facebook Group
“New Life Children & Student Care @ WDL”

for more media, announcements & information!



Plants & Insects

From tiny insects to green plants, the children were introduced to basic science theories for our September

Project-based Learning. The first session focused on the importance of plants in our environment. The

children also learnt about the life cycle of plants. At the end of the session, the children had the opportunity

to plant their own seed in a cup. The children identified the different parts of the plant on their worksheets

with the help of a real plant. The second part of the programme introduced the world of insects to the

children. They learnt about the various types of insects in the world – from flying to crawling insects.

Interesting facts about insects’ body parts and their habitats were also taught to the children. The last

session featured a video on bees. It was an educational and eye-opening journey into the world of insects!

Lessons of Love - Perseverance

Conducted in the form of games and reflection, the children were introduced to the value ‘Perseverance’

during the September holidays. Divided into 3 short lessons, the content enabled the children to explore

different ways to apply the importance of resilience.

Our first lesson started with a recap of the 5 key values of our centre – Perseverance, Acts of Love,

eNcouragement, self-Discipline, & Accepting Differences. The children reviewed how each value could be

applied in their own daily lives. The lesson included a short video about Moses who persevered throughout

different trials to achieve his goal of setting the Israelites free from Egypt. Our next lesson brought

Perseverance and fun together in a simple game. Sitting in a row, the children were tasked to pass a paper

ball from one end to another without dropping it. It was a tedious game that tested the children’s balancing

skills. At the end of the game, the key lessons taught to the children were to focus on the task at hand while

thinking of different solutions to accomplish the task.

The last lesson included another challenging game. It involved the children passing a cup of marbles to

each other without making a sound. The creative children found various ways to successfully finish the

game such as tilting the cup to reduce movement in the cup. Kudos to their creativity!

Let’s Persevere!

Project-Based Learning 



During this short September holidays, the children were given opportunities to explore different craftworks

prepared by Teacher Jacqueline. Each craftwork explored different ways of designing and painting.

Happy HeaARTS

Session #2 – Q-Tip Tree Painting

The second session introduced the art of painting with a unique medium – Q-tips! Starting off with a short

introductory video, the children watched with amazement on how the tiny Q-tips could create a well-

bloomed Sakura tree. This brought so much excitement into the classroom. Starting with the thick strokes,

the children formed their own tree trunks. They were allowed to choose the colours for their own tree

leaves. With a small bunch of Q-tips, the children began to dot out their tree leaves. At the end of the

session, the children added colour to their creations by filling in the background. What a display of

perseverance!

Session #1 – Washi Tape Craft

The first session started off with a simple experimentation with Washi Tapes. With various designs to

choose from, the children excitedly chose three favourite tapes to design a mini card for themselves. They

were given various mini shapes to design using their chosen tapes. Each child was allowed to do three

different shapes to fill up their cards. Look at their beautiful artwork!

Session #3 – Moon Texture Painting

Our third session started off with the children watching a mixture of flour and white paint. As the mixture

formed, some of the children started to get curious at the viscosity of the paint. As they began to paint,

some found it challenging as the thickness proved difficult to spread across the paper. Some of them

showed their innovative side by using an ice-cream stick to spread the mixture. The children were also

provided with bottle caps to create the craters on their moons. The session included a short video about the

moon followed by a quiz. The session concluded with the distribution of stickers to create the stars around

their moons.

Session #4 – Toilet Roll Penguin

Our final session of the September Holidays was making a cute penguin with recycled materials. The

children were tasked to paint their own toilet rolls with their chosen colour. While their rolls were set to dry,

everyone designed and cut out their own Penguin limbs. It was fun and laughter all around as the children

began to name their penguins. The girls also drew simple accessories for their penguins. At the end of the

session, the children had fun playing with their penguins who starred in their own imaginative stories told to

their friends!.



Heartware Network Collaboration
Showing Respect & Social Media Etiquette

We had the opportunity to collaborate with Heartware Network on two short programmes during this

September Holiday. We were able to meet fellow children from the other New Life Student Care Centres

during this programme.

For the Primary 1 to 3s, the theme was focused on the concept of Respect. With a combination of short

videos and mini quizzes, the children were introduced to different forms of respect towards their elderly,

authoritative figures and friends. It also taught them the different ways to be a good friend to one another.

Meanwhile, with the increased accessibility to various social media platforms, the Primary 4 to 6 children

were introduced to important topics such as ‘Cyberbullying’ and ‘Social Etiquette’. They learnt about the

different forms of Cyberbullying and their serious consequences. The older children also learnt different

ways to show consideration and kindness on social media. The programme gave them opportunities to

recap the lessons through a short series of questions.

We would like to thank Heartware Network for giving us this opportunity to partner with them for these

programmes.

Coming Up Next!
What’s happening from October to December!

Thank you to all Parents for your continuous partnership and support in 2021 thus far. We hope to

continue partnering with you! Below are some dates to take note of:

Date Activity / Event

Friday, 8 October
Children’s Day Celebration

Centre Opens 7am – 7pm (Breakfast Provided)

Monday, 18 October 

–

Thursday, 21 October 

PSLE Marking Period:

Centre opens 7am – 7pm (No breakfast provided)

Thursday, 4 November Centre Closed – Public Holiday (Deepavali)

Monday, 22 November

-

Friday, 31 December

November/December Holidays: 

Centre opens 7am – 7pm (Breakfast provided)

Programmes to look out for: Exercise Kidz, PANDA Champs, Project-

Based Learning, Community Project and many more!

Friday, 17 December Christmas Celebration

Friday, 24 December Centre Closure – New Life Student Care Spring Cleaning


